THE RAJASTHAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, KOTPUTLI
CLASS: XII (Humanities)
SUB: ENGLISH
Holiday Homework 2017-18
Q1. Make notes on the passages given in BBC worksheets . Attempt five
worksheets from 21 to 25.
Q2. Complete the BBC worksheets on Lessons 1 & 2 from Flamingo ,
Lesson no . 2 & 4 from Vistas and 1 & 2 poems.
Q3. Express your views on the following topics in around 200 words.
(a) Suicidal tendency among the students when they fail or scoreless
marks in the exams.
(b) Need and importance of their career counseling in schools.
(c) Fast food junk food & fried food takes a toll in the health of the youth.
(d) Typical Morning Assembly.
THE RAJASTHAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, KOTPUTLI
CLASS: XII (Humanities)
SUB: GEOGRAPHY
Holiday Homework 2017-18
Que. 1 Discuss the Economic importance of Major trade centres of the
world.
Que. 2 Graphical Representation of data. Construct the following graphs
on the basis of data from the NCERT book.
~ Line graph.
~ Bar diagram.
~ Combined line & Bar diagram.
~ Pie chart.
~ Flow chart.
~ Star diagram.
~ Thematic maps.

~ Coropleth method.
~ Dot method.
Que. 3 Make the maps of all the Continents (Asia, Europe, Africa, S.A.,
N.A., Oceania<Australia >). Showing all the political and physical
features of the all of these continents.
Que. 4 What is the effect of population growth on economic
development?
Que. 5 What are the causes of decline in H.D.I. in India?
Que. 6 List any 7-10 Characteristics of Shifting Agriculture.
Que. 7 Describe the distribution of Iron & Steel Industries in the world.
QUE. 8 SURVEY REPORT

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN
SURVEY REPORT
___________________________________________________________________
NAME: - _________________________
AGE:- ___________
SEX: - ___________
OCCUPATION: - _____________________________________
MONTHLY INCOME: - (in words)___________________________
Address: - ___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Environmental Concern Survey Report:Q1– What Environmental problems concerns you the most? Please clearly
state one issue.

Ans. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………..........................
.......................................................................................................................................

Q2–

Please rate your level of concern on each of the following

Environmental issues.
➢

Cleanliness:
~ Not concerned (……………)
~ Satisfied

(....…………)

~ Poor services (……………)
➢

Air Quality:
~ Not concerned (……………)

➢

~ Satisfied

(....…………)

~ Poor quality

(……………)

Drinking water:
~ Not concerned (……………)
~ Satisfied

(....…………)

~ Poor facilities (……………)
➢

Industrial pollution:(……………)

➢

Food contamination by pesticides:(……………)

➢

Motor vehicle Accidents:(……………)

Q3 – If you have any other environmental issue please list them below.
Ans. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………(2)

Environmental Concern Survey Report:-

Q4 – Have environmental concerns change your behaviour in the areas
listed below: ➢

Drinking Tap water. A) (yes) _____ B) (no) _____

➢

Buying & Eating Vegetables & Fruits.

➢

Using Pesticides around your home.

➢

Recycling, paper, garbage, & E-waste. A) (yes) _____ B) (no) _____

A) (yes) _____ B) (no) _____
A) (yes) _____ B) (no) _____

Q5 – From which source you get these Information/data:➢

Newspaper ( _______)

➢

Electronic Media ( _______)

➢

Self observation ( _______)

Q6 – I am willing to participate to overcome with these problems &creates
a Sustainable
Development .
➢

Absolutely yes.

( _________)

➢

May be yes.

( _________)

➢

Wherever Possible. ( _________)

THE RAJASTHAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, KOTPUTLI
CLASS: XII (Humanities)
SUB: HISTORY
Holiday Homework 2017-18
Q.1. Describe the story of Harappan Civilization upto the present times.
Q 2. Describe some of the distinctive features of Mohenjodaro.
Q.3. Describe the achievements of Ashoka,the great.
Q.4. Describe the history of Mahajanapada of Magadha. How did it rise
into
prominence?
Q.5. What is the significance of the inscription of Ashoka?
Q.6. Write a note on Ashoka’s concept of Dhamma.
Q.7. Discuss whether the Mahabharata could have been the work of a
single
author.
Q.8. How important were gender differences in early societies? Give
reasons for
your answer.
Q.9. What is the influence of the Mahabharata on Indian society?
Q.10 Describe briefly the life and teachings of Vardhana Mahavira.
Q.11 Describe the religious beliefs of the Vedic Hinduism.

Q.12
Q.13
Q.14
during

Discuss how and why stupas were built.
Describe the important features of the Sanchi Stupa..
Make a list of the names of the foreign travelers who visited India
Medieval
Period.
Q.15 Discuss the pictures of urban centres that emerges from
Bernier’s account.
Q.16 Give an account of the Quit India Movement.What was its
significance?
Q.17 Find out whether there are communities that migrated to your
cities,towns ,village or
any nearby place who migrated during partition.Interview
members of such
communities and make a summary of your findings in a report.
Ask them about
the place where they had come.What were the reasons for their
migration and their
experiences.Also try to know what changes the area witnesses
as a result of
migration.
Q.18 Map work:a. Showing extent of the Harappan Civilization.
b. Showing sixteen Mahajanapadas and contemporary regional
powers.
c. Shows places related to Buddha,Lord Mahavira and Mathas
established by
by Shankracharya.
Q.19 Prepare a project report on any one topic related to syllabus

THE RAJASTHAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, KOTPUTLI
CLASS: XII (Humanities)
SUB: POL SCIENCE
Holiday Homework 2017-18
1.

Explain any four characteristics of non-alignment movement.

2.

What was cold war? Mention the impact of the end of the cold war.

3.

Write the full form of the followings.
a. a.UNTCAD

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

b.WMD

What is NAM? Explain any two of its criticism. Explain any two of its
value points.
Why India did not join any of the two super powers camps during the
cold war?
Why did the super powers have military alliances with the small
countries? State any four reasons for it.
India’s policy of non-alignment has been criticized on being
inconsistent and unprincipled. Do you agree with the statement?
Access any two causes of the partition of India in 1947. Explain any
four of its consequences.
What is SRC? When was it constituted? What were its important
suggestions?

10. Mention

any two challenges faced by India at the time of
independence.

11. Mention

the role of Sardar Patel towards the integration of India.

12. What

in

were the princely states? How many princely states were there
India during independence?

13. Why

did Soviet Union disintegrate? Highlight any four arguments in
favors
of your answer.

14. Evaluate

any six consequences of the disintegration of Soviet Union.

15. Assess

the new world order which emerged after the collapse of the
Soviet Union.

16. What

is shock therapy? What were its consequences on the post
communist regime?

17. What

is green revolution? Mention it’s any two positive and two
negative consequences?

18. How

of

was the planning commission of India set up? Mention its scope
work in modern India.

19. Name

the following leaders who gave the following slogans.

a.Jai Jawan Jai Kishan

b. Garibi Hatao

20. In

the first general election, how many seats did the congress win?
How many seats did the next largest party, CPI, win?

21. In

an outline map of India, locate and label different princely states
and the provinces directly under the British rule.

22. In

an outline map of world, locate and label the countries of eastern
and western allies during the cold war.

THE RAJASTHAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, KOTPUTLI
CLASS: XII
SUBJECT: PHYSICAL EDUCATION
❖

Make a practical file consisting following in details
1.

One game out of Cricket, Volleyball, basket ball & Football in

detail..

❖

2.

Yoga (History, types of Asanaas, Pranayam, Shudhi Kriya)

3.

Benefits of Swiss ball.

Do the following exercise in your homework notebook:
1.

❖

Solve back questions of Chapter 1 to 8.

Survey Report

1.

Prepare a Survey Report of BMI for minimum 15 people in your
nearby areas. Suggest your view about their physical fitness
keeping their BMI in mind.
THE RAJASTHAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, KOTPUTLI
CLASS: XII
SUBJECT: INFORMATICS PRACTICES

❖

Prepare a Activity file containing 22 programmes along with their GUI

❖

Prepare a Activity file containing 30 queries of 03 mysql tables along
with outputs display

Subject- PAINTING
CLASS: XII
Make a Creative Painting (Paper size 15 x 20 inch) Students can use
Water colour, Poster colour, Crayon, Pastel Colour & Mix medium etc.
Make a figurative composition on any topic. (Paper size 15 x 20 inch)
Students can use Water colour, Poster colour, Crayon, Pastel Colour &
Mix medium etc.

